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My writing goals

can write the story with a story mountain (setting, build-up
and development, ending).

Content
can write some supporting details.

Others:

can use correct tenses.

Language canuse the vocabulary of the things in a laboratory
correctly.

Others:

Organisation
can develop one main idea for each paragraph.

can write an appropriate ending.

Self-evaluation & Peer-evaluation

Circle the correct icons.

Self-evaluation Peer-evaluation

wrote the storywith a story
mountain (setting, build-up and

Content development, ending).

wrote some supporting details.

I used correct tenses.

Language
used the vocabulary of the things
in a laboratory correctly.

developed one main idea for each

Organisation
paragraph.

wrote an appropriate ending.

Marking Scheme
Content Grammar Organisation Total

/10 /6 /4 /20
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John visited a laboratory today. Write a story about his visit in about 120
words.

1. Setting:
When: In the afternoon

Where:

What:They went

More details® (subprised
Theu were, surprises And there.

of of stenticits were, workin

2. Plot: Clot,
When: Affel while
Who: John and his hest Herd De

What: Len wore othe Scentis

Coat

How: They were delialtue

Climax:

Who: Mr Chan. John
Where: laboratori

What: Then did somes experiment
404

with a test, tube

How: They were nervous

More details: Mr Chan was

Shocked

AT last Ending:
What: The test, tubes as

?
How: behore, crame a

What happened next?

More details: Mr Chan used the

The experiment was farled the extmousher to put out
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Picture Composition: Look at the picture(s)and write the storyfor at least
120 words.

Points to note:

1. Use correct tenses.
2. Use a variety of cohesive devices
Use adjectivesand adverbs

link sentences and paragraphs.

attractive.
make the story more interesting and

4. Write details to make the storymore meaningful.
This

Called
with a scientist all Mr Carst Nes theu nere Kallina titothei

lof. of scentisls were,
working hats aud the San a Michascore a thermoncarand

beaker. Won !

After You have, to

that they can biotect
because Then were their thet

time to
these.

Weak thall this

Thin experience

Thereforens Mc Chon said have To

Reblied. Mr Cun Took aut. a test tubes beaked and a
thermometer. What did he do ?. He used at to mix the

the _

Chan as shocked
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